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Abstract-The theory of block recursive matrices has been revealed to be a flexible tool in order to 
easily prove some properties concerning the classical theory of multiwavelet functions. Multiwavelets 
are a recent generalization of scalar wavelets, and their principal advantage, compared to scalar 
wavelets, is that they allow us to work with a higher number of degrees of freedom. In this work, 
we present some applications of the block recursive matrix theory to the solution of some practical 
problems. More precisely, we will show that the possibility of explicitly describing the product of 
particular block recursive matrices and of their transposes allows us to solve the problems of the 
construction and evaluation of multiwavelet functions quite simply. @ 2001 Elsevier Science Ltd. 
All rights reserved. 
Keywords-Block Laurent polynomials, Block recursive matrices, Product rule, Semiorthogonal 
multiwavelets. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The aim of this work is to study how block recursive matrix theory can be fruitfully applied in 
the context of multiwavelet analysis. 
Multiwavelets are vector-valued wavelet functions, and they constitute a recent generalization 
of scalar wavelets. The principal advantage of multiwavelets with respect to scalar wavelets is 
that they satisfy conditions in which matrix coefficients, rather than scalars, are involved. This 
allows us to deal with a higher number of degrees of freedom, and hence, yields the possibility 
of imposing several conditions at the same time, such as orthogonality and symmetry, compact 
support, and a large number of vanishing moments. 
In this paper, we show how the block recursive matrix theory has been revealed to be a powerful 
tool for the description of some of the main results of the classical multiwavelet theory. In fact, in 
this work, we switch from the operatorial formulation of the multiwavelet theory to an equivalent 
formulation that makes use of particular bi-infinite block matrices, whose properties lead us to 
restate the problems in simple terms, using the notion of the decimated series of a given block 
series. 
0898-1221/01/$ - see front matter @ 2001 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. Typeset by dM-Tj$ 
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The paper is organized as follows. We start out in Section 2 referring to the main notions 
and results about block Laurent series and block Laurent polynomials. In Section 3, we describe 
the theory of block recursive matrices and all the principal properties of this kind of matrices 
that are useful for the applications. In Section 4, we briefly recall the main notions and results 
related to the multiwavelet theory, and we show how they can be restated in recursive notation 
by means of block Toeplitz and Hurwitz matrices. Section 5 is devoted to the description of some 
practical applications. In fact, in Section 5.1, we show how to compute the values of compactly 
supported multiscaling functions and multiwavelets at the dyadic points of their support, and in 
Section 5.2, we show a way of constructing semiorthogonal compactly supported multiwavelets. 
2. PRELIMINARIES AND NOTATIONS 
In this section, we briefly introduce the notion of block Laurent series and we recall some basic 
operations which will be useful in the rest of the paper. 
Let M = IM(K) be the K-algebra of square matrices of given order n 2 1, with entries in a 
fixed field K. A bloclc Laurent series in M is a formal series 
a := c Ai& 
iEZ 
where t is a formal variable, the coefficients Ai are square (n x n)-matrices, and an index h exists 
such that, for every i < h, Ai = 0 (the symbol 0 denotes the zero matrix of order n). We recall 
that a nonzero block Laurent series (Y is said to have degree d if d is the smallest integer such 
that Ad # 0. 
In the following, we will denote with L+(M) the set of all block Laurent series in M. We 
remark that, if n = 1, then M is nothing but the field K, and L+(K) is the set of scalar Laurent 
series, namely, formal series of the kind 
a! := C Uiti, 
i>d 
with coefficients in the field K. 
It is well known that the set L+(K) of all scalar Laurent series turns out to be a field, under 
the usual sum and convolution product operations. Similarly, we can define the sum and the 
convolution product of two block Laurent series as follows: if 
a := c Aiti and fl := C Biti 
i/h ilk 
are block Laurent series in L+(M), then we set 
(Y + p := C(Ai + Bi)ti and 
i 
We can easily see that L+(M) turns out to be a noncommutative K-algebra. 
Moreover, if p is a block Laurent series with positive degree, we define the composition (Y o p 
as the block Laurent series 
aop=CAgo”=CAi 
i i 
We remark that a block Laurent series can also be seen as a matrix, whose elements are scalar 
Laurent series. For a more complete discussion of this topic, see [l]. 
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In [l], we have studied the interplay between scalar and block Laurent series. In fact, it is 
possible to define the product and the composition of a block series p := Ci,h Biti E L+(M) 
and a scalar series Q := cjZrc a$’ E L+(K) as follows: 
Moreover, in the case when deg(a) > 0, we define the composition /3 o cy. as 
i 1 
i 
pea:= CBJ=CB~ CCAjtj . 
i i j 
Given a fixed integer k 2 2, the k-decimated block series relative to p are the k block series 
POlPl,... , ok-1 defined for r = 0, 1, . . . , k - 1 as follows: 
D:(P) = 6 = c hi+& 
Easy computations show that, as in the scalar case, any block series can be recovered from its 
k-decimated block series in the following way: 
p=poot”-t- . + t’ (p?. 0 t”) + * * ’ + t(“-‘) (,8&l 0 t”) . (1) 
The next proposition describes the k-decimated series of the product of two given block series. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let k _> 2 be a fixed integer, and CY, p two block Laurent series. The Oth 
k-decimated series of the product ap is 
k-l 
Dh@) = aoPo + t c a&k-i, 
and, for 0 < r < k, the rth k-decimated series of ap is 
i=l 
D;(c@) = 2 (Yi,&-i + t ‘2 Q&+k-i, 
i=o i=r+ 1 
where ai, ,di denote ith k-decimated series of CY, /3, respectively 
The proof is a simple generalization from the scalar to the block case of [2, Proposition 4.31. 
In practical applications, a central role is played by block Laurent polynomials, namely, block 
Laurent series with only a finite number of nonzero coefficients. The set of block Laurent poly- 
nomials in M will be denoted by the symbol P. 
Finally, we recall that if p = Et, Bit” is a block Laurent polynomial, the dual block polyno- 
mial is defined as 
p* = e&t-’ zz 2 &ti. 
i=h i=-k 
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3. BLOCK RECURSIVE MATRICES 
In this section, we recall the definition of block recursive matrices and some basic properties 
which have been extensively studied in [I]. Moreover, we add some new results concerning the 
product of some particular block recursive matrices and their transposes. 
Loosely speaking, a block recursive matrix is a bi-infinite block matrix such that each row can 
be recursively computed from the previous one. Let M be the M-module of bi-infinite matrices 
over M(K). Let B be a matrix in M. For every i,j E Z, the generating functions of the ith row 
and the jth column of B will be denoted by B(i), B[j], respectively, 
B(i) := c B&j, B[j] := c Bi,jti. 
j i 
Note that the blocks which are coefficients of the generating function of the jth column of B are 
not transposed. 
DEFINITION. Given a nonzero scalar Laurent series Q E L+(K), and a nonzero block Laurent 
series p E L+(M), the (a,@-block recursive matrix is the unique matrix B E M such that 
B(i) = c@, for every integer i. 
The matrix B will be denoted by the symbol R(qP), and the series cv and p are called the 
recurrence rule and the boundary value of B, respectively. 
The main property of block recursive matrices is that-under suitable conditions-they can be 
multiplied, and the product is again a block recursive matrix which can be explicitly described. 
In fact, we have (see [I]) the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.1. PRODUCT RULE. Let K be a field, and Ad the K-algebra of square (n x n) 
matrices with elements in the field K, for a fixed integer n > 2. Let a, p, y, 6 be nonzero 
Laurent series, where ~,y E L+(K), p,S E L+(M). Suppose that y has positive degree. Then, 
R(Q, P) x WY, 4 = R(a 0 Y, (P 0 Y)O 
In practical applications, we frequently deal with block recursive matrices whose recurrence 
rule is a monomial. More precisely, given a block Laurent series 6 := Ci D#, we define a 
block Toeplitz matrix with generating function 6, as the block recursive matrix R(t, 6), whose 
recurrence rule is the monomial t, and whose boundary value is the block Laurent series 6. In 
other words, if R(t,6) = [Ci,j], we get Ci,j = 0j-i. 
Similarly, a block Hurwitz mattix of step k 2 2 and generating function S, will be the block 
recursive matrix R(t”, 6). In this case, if R(t”, 6) = [Hi,j], we get Hi,? = Dj-k.i. For this kind of 
block recursive matrices, one can obtain further results from the product rule. 
COROLLARY 3.1. The products of block Toeplitz and Hurwitz matrices are block Hurwitz ma- 
trices; more precisely, 
R(t, a) x R (t”,P) = R (t’“, (a 0 t”) P) ; 
R (t’“, p) x R(t, a) = R (t”, pa) . I 
COROLLARY 3.2. The product of two block Hurwitz matrices is again a block Hurwitz matrix, 
with a different step, 
R (th, a) x R (t”,p) = R (?“, (a o t”) p) . I 
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COROLLARY 3.3. Let (I E L+(K) and p E L+(M) b e nonzero Laurent series. Then the block 
recursive matrix R(cr, ,8) admits the following factorization: 
R(a, P) = R(a, I) x R(t, P), 
where I denotes the identity block series. In particular, a block Hurwitz matrix R(t’, /3) can be 
factorized as follows: 
R (t”,p) = R @“,I) x R(t,p). I 
COROLLARY 3.4. For every positive integer p, the pt” power of the block Hurwitz recursive 
matrix R(t”, CY) is a block Hurwitz recursive matrix, with a different step, 
R (tk, a)p = R (tkP, /3) , 
where 
P-l 
p= JJcd a. 
( ) i=l 
I 
Block recursive matrices are associated with both the duality operator T : a -+ a* and the 
k-decimation operators 05 : a - a, defined in Section 2, as follows. If we denote by [a] the 
column vector whose entries are the coefficients of a given block Laurent polynomial (Y, then the 
following relation holds: 
[a*] = R (t-l, I) [(Y]. 
The decimation operator D$ is associated with the block recursive matrix R(t”, I) (where I 
denotes the identity block series) and the matrix associated with any operator DF is obtained as 
a consequence of the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let k 2 2 be a fixed integer, and cy a block Laurent series. For every n E Z, 
we have 
[tq+l (Y&.1 = R (t”, I) X [t"a] , 
where q, r are the unique integers such that 0 5 r < k and n = kg + r. 
In particular, for every r = 0, 1, . . . , k - 1, we get 
[a,] = R (tk, I) x [t-k] . (2) 
PROOF. We recall that, for every block Laurent series /?, the jth element of the block column 
matrix R(t”,I) x [p] ’ g’ 1s lven by (kj 1 ,d), where (j 1 p) denotes the jth element of the block 
column matrix [PI. Hence, the generating function of the column R(t”,I) x [Pa-u] is the block 
series 
r:=x(kjIt”cy)tj=x(kj--nIa)tj=x(kj-kg-rIa)d 
j 
= h (k(j - q - 1) + k “T 1 a) tj, 
j 
and, setting i := j - q - 1, 
y = c (ki + k - T 1 a) ti+Q+l = tq+lak_-r. I 
Equality (2) together with (1) implies that the block matrix associated with the operator DF 
is given by the product 
(tk,,,xR(,.(~ -.. 0)) 
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which yields the block Hurwitz matrix 
R(q; . . . 1)). 
The following proposition shows the interplay between the duality and decimation operations. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let k be a fixed integer, k > 2. Hence, for every block Laurent polynomial CY, 
we have 
(ao)* = (a*), > 
and for every integer r, such that 0 < r < k, we have 
(au,)* = t (a*)/+, . 
PROOF. We recall that 
[(a~~)*] = R (t-l, I) x R (t’“, I) x [a] = R (t-“, I) x [a], 
and 
[(cY’)~] = R @“,I) x R (t-l, I) x [CY] = R (t-.“, I) x [cY]. 
Therefore, in both operations, we obtain the same block recursive matrix. Similarly, we know 
that 
[(au,)*] = R @-‘,I) x R (k,(; . . . 1)) xI4 t 
=R(ti,(Ioti) (; ‘.. 1)) x[ar] 
=Rk-k,[; ‘.. 0)) X[CY]. 
Moreover, we also know that 
=Rk-k.(c; ‘.. t:.))ot-l,l) X[CX] 
=Rk-k, (“* ‘.. ,,1,)) X[CY]. 
By noting that 
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we have 
[t(c~*)/J = R (t. (t;l 
tr-k 
‘*. f. 0 . 
0 \ \o 
that is, 
[t(“*)k_r] = R t-“, 
Hence, 
(%)* = t (a*)&,. . 
x [al; 
I 
From now on, in consideration of the applications that we will show in the following sections, 
we restrict ourselves to the banded case; namely, we consider block Toeplitz and Hurwitz matrices 
whose generating functions are block Laurent polynomials. 
In order to make clear the numerical applications of this theory, we need the explicit description 
of the generating function of the nth column of a banded block Hurwitz matrix R(tk, a), given 
in the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let cy be a block Laurent polynomial, and Ic a fixed integer, k 2 2. Set 
M := R(tk, a). For every integer n, let r,q be the unique integers such that 0 2 r < k and 
n = kg + r. Then we get the following expression for the generating function of the nth column 
ofM: 
M[n] = tQfl (c~*)~_~ = tq(a,.)*. 
PROOF. By Corollary 3.3, we have 
M = R (t”, a) = R(t”, I) x R(t, a). 
We recall that the generating function of the nth column of R(t, a) is Pa*. Hence, the generating 
function of the nth column of M is the image of Pa* under the k-decimation operator D$. Now, 
from Propositions 3.1 and 3.2, we get 
M[n] = Dt (Pa*.) = tq+’ (cY*)~_~ = @(a+)*, (3) 
which proves the proposition. I 
The following theorem shows that the product of a banded block Hurwitz matrix and the 
transpose of another banded block Hurwitz matrix with the same step is a block Toeplitz matrix, 
whose generating function can be explicitly described. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let Q, j3 be nonzero block Laurent polynomials, and k a fixed integer, k 2 2. 
Set A = R(t”,cr), B = R(t”,p). Th en, the product A x BT is a block Toeplitz matrix, whose 
generating function X is given by 
X := D; (cx*~‘) = D: (a/3*‘) , 
where D~(cx*~~) is the bh k-decimated polynomial of the product a*PT. 
PROOF. Given two block Laurent polynomials y := Cz_, C#, 6 := Cz_, D#, the (canoni- 
cal) scalar product 7 . S can be written as 
7~5 = 2 CiDi = (0 1 y*6) = (0 1 r6*). 
i=-n 
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Now, setting P = [PQ] = A x BT, we have 
Pij = A(i) . B(j) = (0 1 A(i)*B(j)) 
= (0 1 t%*t-“qT) = (k(j - i) 1 a*@). 
Hence, 
P(i) = c P$j = c (k(j - i) ) a*pT)t? 
j j 
Setting j - i = q, we get 
P(i) = c P&j = c (kg ( c@*) tq+i = ti c (kg 1 a*pT) tq = tiDi (ct’p’) , 
Li j cl 
which proves that P is a banded block Toeplitz matrix with generating function 
X = DE (a*p’) . 
Easy computations show that 
X = D; (CYST’) = Dt (CAPES) 
4. MULTISCALING FUNCTIONS AND 
I 
MULTIWAVELETS 
Multiwavelets are a recent generalization of scalar wavelets, and they can be seen as vector- 
valued wavelets. Therefore, multiwavelets are characterized by the fact that they satisfy con- 
ditions in which matrix coefficients, rather than scalars, are involved. In fact, an advantage of 
multiwavelets, with respect to scalar wavelets, is that, when dealing with matrix and not scalar 
coefficients, one has a higher number of degrees of freedom. Therefore, one can impose several 
conditions at the same time, like orthogonality and symmetry, short support, and a high number 
of vanishing moments. 
In the following, we will show that the results of the theory of block recursive matrices that we 
have stated in the previous sections are very useful in giving simple proofs of some characteristic 
properties of compactly supported multiwavelets. 
As in the scalar case, multiwavelets are defined starting from multiscaling functions, by means 
of a generalization of the notion of multiresolution analysis for vector-valued functions. 
DEFINITION 4.1. A vector-valued function 4 = [& #Q . . . &IT b’elonging to L2(Iw)‘, r E N, is 
called a multiscaling function and constitutes a multiresolution analysis of multiplicity r, (h!fRA), 
for L2(Iw) if the sequence of closed spaces 
Vj = span { 23’i2$, (2j . -k) : 1 5 i < r, k E Z}, j E z, 
satisfies the foliowing properties: 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
. c v-2 c v-1 c VI c Vl c v, . . . ; u,,, v, = L2(R); 
n,JG = (01; 
f(.) E v, W f(2.) E vj+1v.j E Z; 
the family 
{#i(. - k) : 1 < i 5 r, k E Z} 
is a Riesz stable basis for Vo; that is, two constants A and B exist, 0 < A 5 B < o;), such 
that 
2 
AlI&,~,. I 
/I 
)+$$-?~i(. -k) I Bllclli+~~~~~ 
kEZ i=l 
for every sequence c = {ck}&Z E 12(z)‘. 
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From the condition $1 (e), . . . , c#+(.) E VF c VI, it follows that r$ satisfies the following two-scale 
relation: 
44x) = tic 442~ - k), (4 
kEZ 
where {Pk}ke~ is a sequence of r x r matrices. In the compactly supported case, this sequence is 
finite, and this is the only case of practical interest. For multiscaling functions with finite support 
[0, M], only M + 1 two-scale coefficients are involved, namely 
Pk = 0, for k < 0 and Ic > M, 
with the assumption that PO and P, are nonnilpotent. 
An important role in the theory of multiscaling functions and multiwavelets is played by the 
Gram matrix 3, which is a matrix whose entries are the inner products of the vectors +(. - L), 
k E Z. It is given by 
3 = iFk-d,,kEZ = [(+(* - m), +(* - k))lm,kEZ * 
An important class of multiscaling functions is the one including orthonormal multiscaling func- 
tions. We recall that, for this kind of multiscaling function, the basis 
{&(. - k) : 1 5 i I r, k E Z} 
is orthonormal, that is, 
(&(. - m), 4j(* - k)) = b,jdk,m, k,mEZ, lli, j<r, 
and this can be written by means of vector-valued functions in the following way: 
(+(*), +(. - k)) = Idk,O, k E Z. 
Hence, it is easy to see that for orthonormal multiscaling functions, we get 
3 = I. 
Another important class of multiscaling functions is the one including symmetric functions, that 
is, multiscaling functions which satisfy symmetry conditions, that are given in [3] and that we 
report here in order to provide a full description. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let Vj be the MRA generated by a compactly supported multiscaling func- 
tion 4 that satisfies (4), with two-scale coefficients sequence 9. If 
supp 41 = [O, Ml, lLb<r, 
then q&+1 are symmetric, and 4si are antisymmetric for every i, namely, 
if and only if 
where 
q+(z) = (-l)i-l&(M -x), i=l,...,r, 
Pk = SPM-kS, (5) 
S = diag (1, -1,. . . , (-l)‘-l) . 
Starting from an assigned multiresolution analysis of multiplicity r of L2(R), we can define the 
complementary space Wj of Vj in Vj+,. The vector valued function $ = [Qi $9 . . . &.lT, such 
that 
Wj = span {2jj2& (2j . -k) : 1 5 i 5 r, k E Z}, 
is called a multiwavelet. 
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DEFINITION 4.2. The above-defined vector-valued function $J is a semiorthogonal multiwavelet 
if, for every j E Z, it satisfies the following conditions: 
0 v3-Iwj; 
l the family 
(2’j2$i (2’ . -k) :l<i<r, kEZ 
> 
is a stable basis for Wj. 
T/\‘e recall that the condition I$ -L Wj can also be written as follows: 
(4 (2j2 - m) , qb (2j~ - n)) = 0, m, 72 E Z. 
If there is also orthonormality among the functions in the same space, then we obtain orthonormal 
multiwavelets, which satisfy the condition 
($ (2j . -n) ,?,b (2” . -m)) = 6j,/&,,I, j, k,m,n E ;z. (6) 
As we have pointed out in the case of multiscaling functions, from the condition $I(.), . , q!+ (.) E 
r/V, c VI, it follows that the multiwavelet function $ satisfies the two-scale relation 
@(xc) = tic Q/&(2x - k), (7) 
kEZ 
where {Qk}kEZ is a sequence of r X r matrices. For multiwavelet functions with finite support 
[0, M], a finite number of two-scale coefficients is involved, namely 
&k = 0, for k < 0 and k > M. 
A multiwavelet function is called symmetric if its two-scale matrix coefficients Qk satisfy condi- 
tions similar to (5). 
It is now worthwhile noting that some fundamental properties of compactly supported multi- 
scaling and multiwavelet functions can be rewritten by means of the block recursive matrix tools. 
In fact, the two-scale relations (4) and (7) can be written in recursive notation as follows: 
+(x) = R (t2, II) +(2x), 
\E(x) = R (t2, a) +(2x), 
where 
Q(x) = 
$9 (x + 1) 
&(x.+ 1) 
@l(X) 
&;x) 
$1(x - 1) 
?Mx - 1) 
(8) 
(9) 
7 (10) 
and the matrices R(t2,11) and R(t2,Cl) are banded block Hurwitz matrices of Step 2 with gen- 
erating functions 
n = 5 pkt”, n = 5 Qktk, 
k=O k=O 
respectively. 
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Moreover, the Gram matrix F, which has been previously introduced as the matrix whose 
entries are the inner products of the vectors ~$(a - Ic), Ic E Z, is also a banded block Toeplitz 
matrix, and is given by 
.F = (@(.)1 We)) = WC A), 
where A is the autocorrelation sequence, namely 
M-l 
A = c (44.)>#(. - k)) tk. 
k=-M+l 
5. APPLICATIONS 
In this section, we want to show how the previously stated results can be successfully used to 
solve some problems connected with the theory of multiscaling and multiwavelet functions quite 
easily. In fact, we will show that the theorems concerning the product of block Toeplitz and 
Hurwitz matrices and their transposes allow us to solve the practical problems of the evaluation 
of multiscaling and multiwavelet functions at the dyadic points of their support and of the 
construction of semiorthogonal multiwavelets in a recursive way . 
5.1. Evaluation of the Multiscaling and Multiwavelet Funcdions 
at the Dyadic Points of Their Support 
It is well known that there is no closed-form analytic formula for the compactly supported 
multiscaling and multiwavelet functions @(CC) and +(x). N evertheless, making use of the two- 
scale relation and of the properties of the product of block Hurwitz and Toeplitz matrices, we 
can give a fast algorithm to compute their discrete values at the dyadic points of their support 
[0, M], once the two-scale coefficients have been given. 
In order to do this, we write the two-scale relation (8) as 
cp ; = R (t2,n) if?(x), 0 
and we consider it for J: = 0, namely, 
(11) 
9(O) = R (t2,11) 9(O). 02) 
It is easy to note that the vector a(O) contains all the values of the multiscaling function 4 
at the integer points of the support [0, M], and that 9(O) is an invariant vector of the block 
Hurwitz matrix R(t2,1TI). Moreover, recalling that we are dealing with compactly supported 
multiscaling functions, we observe that in relation (12), only a finite section of the block recursive 
matrix R(t2, JX) acts on the nonzero part of the vector 9(O), which turns out to be eigenvector 
corresponding to the eigenvalue 1 of the matrix corresponding to this finite section. Thus, the 
values of the multiscaling function C#J at the integer points can be easily computed. 
Now, consider the block Toeplitz matrix R(t, cP(O)*), namely, the matrix 
(13) 
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We can observe that the kth column of this matrix is given by the entries of 9(k), where k E 
Zfl [O,M]. 
Thus, if we consider the product 
R (t’, II)” x R (t, +(O)*) , (14) 
it easily follows by a recursive application of the two-scale relation (4) that the kth column of the 
matrix (14) contains the values +(k/2j), where j E Z, and k E [0, Ad], namely, 
R (t”, l-I)j x R (t, G(O)*) = . . . . . i@$ ( 1 a(o) a($.) a (2) .” . ..I. (15) 
We point out that, as stated in Corollaries 3.1 and 3.4, the product (14) yields a block recursive 
Hurwitz matrix of step 23, whose generating function is the block Laurent polynomial 
Recalling the description in recursive notation of the kth column of a block Hurwitz matrix 
(Proposition 3.3), we have 
a(g) =tq (II: ($(IIo~2’)III@(0)*))*, wherek=2q+r. 
By using relation (3) in Proposition 3.3, which gives the generating function of a block Hurwitz 
matrix making use of the expression of its columns, we obtain that the generating function of (14) 
has, as coefficients, the values of the multiscaling function 4 at the dyadic points k/2j where 
k E Z, and k/2? E [0, Ad]. 
Once the values of the multiscaling function @ at the dyadic points of the support are known, 
we use the two-scale relation (9) to obtain the product 
R (t2, i-2) x R (t2,11)i-’ x R(t,+(O)*) , (16) 
which is a block Hurwitz matrix of step 2j whose generating function is the block Laurent 
polynomial 
( 
K! 0 t2(‘-l)) (E (lI 0 ?‘,) n+(O)*. 
From similar considerations, as previously stated, we find that the values of the multiwavelet 
function $J at the dyadic points are given by 
EXAMPLE 5.1. As an example of the previously shown results, we want to evaluate the Chui-Lian 
multiscaling and multiwavelet functions of multiplicity 2, with two-scale coefficients 
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Figure 1. Chui-Lian multiscaling functions of multiplicity 2. 
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Figure 2. Chui-Lian multiwavelet functions of multiplicity 2. 
and 
We obtain Figures 1 and 2. 
1, Qz=[; $1. (18) 
5.2. Construction of Semiorthogonal Multiwavelets 
A way to construct semiorthogonal multiwavelets from assigned multiscaling functions is to 
impose the semiorthogonality conditions Vi .I WO, namely, by imposing (+( .), \k( .)) = 0. It is 
easy to show [4] that by using the two-scale relations (8) and (9), the orthogonality requirement 
is translated into the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Given a multiscaling function 4 with two-scale matrix P = R(t2, II) and 
Gram matrix 3 = R(t, A), and a vector-valued function + with two-scale matrix & = R(t2, a) 
which satisfies the twcFscaJe relation (8),(g), then + is semiorthogonal to 4 if and only if 
P3TeT = 0. (19) 
Relation (19) gives an effective tool to easily compute the sequence {Qk}kEz, which defines the 
semiorthogonal multiwavelet. In fact, by rewriting relation (19) in recursive notation, we obtain 
R (t2,1-I) x R(t, A) x R (t2, f-l)’ = 0, (20) 
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where 
M-1 
A = c Liti, 
.i=o i=-hI+l 
By using the Corollary 3.1 to the product rule, we have 
3M-2 
Cl = C Qiti. 
i=O 
R (t”,II) x R(t, A) = R (t2, E) , 
where 
2M-1 
E = IlA= c E#, 
j=-h/l+1 
with 
Ej = 2 PiLj-i, j=-M+1,...,2M-1. 
i=o 
Hence, the orthogonality condition is 
R (t2, “) x R (t2, “)T = 0. (21) 
The left-hand side member of equation (21) is the product of a block Hurwitz matrix with the 
transpose of another block Hurwitz matrix. Theorem 3.2, previously proved, states that this 
product is a block Toeplitz matrix with generating function 
M-1 
A = D; (=*fl’) = c ElfiT. 
i=O 
Hence, equation (21) becomes 
Identity (22) implies that 
R(t, A) = 0. (22) 
M-1 
A=x =pT =c, (23) 
i=o 
where C is the zero block series. This leads to a block linear system with N equations (= con- 
ditions) in N + 1 unknowns, where N = 3M - 2 (if we are looking for minimally supported 
multiwavelets). The corresponding coefficient block matrix is 
An additional condition is required to determine a solution. One can use these extra degrees of 
freedom to impose, for example, a symmetry or normalization condition. 
Hence, we obtain a block linear system whose solution gives the required multiwavelet two-scale 
relation sequence. 
EXA~IPLE. As an example of the previous results, starting from the cubic cardinal Hermite 
B-spline multiscaling function of multiplicity 2, we show how to construct the corresponding 
semiorthogonal multiwavelet. 
The cubic cardinal Hermite B-spline multiscaling has support [0,2] with three two-scale coef- 
ficients, 
3 
4 
-1 ’ - 
8 1 
1 0 
PI = 
[ 1 0 ; ’ Pz = 
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Let II = F’s + Pit + P2t2 be the block Laurent polynomial associated with the two-scale se- 
quence P,, PI, P2, that is the generating function of the banded block Hurwitz matrix R(t2, II) 
in relation (4). 
The generating function of the Gram matrix R(t2, A) that is associated with this scaling 
function is given by 
A = L-it-i + Lo + Lit, (25) 
Our aim is to construct the sequence {Qk}ke~ that defines the semiorthogonal multiwavelet. 
Thus, we compute the generating function of the matrix R(t2, %) = R(t2,11) x R(t2, A), as 
follows: 
with 
% = E&-l + Eo + E,t + E2t2 + E3t3, 
r 280 -76 -I r 23 -17 
-- 
L 3360 1680 J 
-- 
L 3360 1680 
The request of semiorthogonality leads to a block linear system with four equations in five un- 
knowns. In order to determine a solution, we impose the additional symmetry condition that 
Q2 = I. The linear system then becomes 
E2 E3 0 0 o- 
Eo J% E2 E3 0 
0 0 I 0 0 
0 E_1 E. El E2 
0 0 0 E_1 Eo_ 
namely, the following 4 x 4 linear system tiith block tridiagonal matrix: 
Ez E3 0 0 
Eo El E3 0 
0 E_1 El E2 
0 0 El E. 
0 
-E2 
-Eo 
0 
(31) 
The solution of this system gives the sequence {Qk}iCO that defines the semiorthogonal cubic 
cardinal Hermite multiwavelet, namely the sequence 
r -17 
-1 -89 37 98 ’ &I = 
2146 
L -16 ;;2
3219 
-16 286 -- 1 
Q3 = 
49 49 
-152 550 ’ 
Q4 = 
-- 
3219 1073 J 
(30) 
---_I 1073 
-17 89 
98 
[- 
98 
-79 137 - - 
6438 2146 
-286 
-1 49 550 ’ Q2 = I, (32) 
(33) 
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Figure 3. Hermite cubic B-spline multiscaling functions of multiplicity 2. 
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Figure 4. Hermite cubic semiorthogonal multiwavelet functions of multiplicity 2 
The corresponding multiwavelet functions are shown in Figures 3 and 4. 
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